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An application has been filed to register "SANGER HARRIS" and a representation of a rose for services identified as retail department store services.
 
Registration has been refused on the ground that applicant's mark is not used in interstate commerce within the meaning of Section 45 of the Statute.
 
Applicant has appealed.
 
In accordance with Section 45 of the Statute, a mark is deemed to be used in commerce on services "when it is used or displayed in the sale or advertising of services and the services are rendered in commerce, or the services are rendered in more than one state and the person rendering the services is engaged in commerce in connection therewith."
 
The examiner does not dispute the fact that the services claimed by applicant are services within the contemplation of the Statute or that the mark sought to be registered is used in the sale or advertising of such services.  It is his contention that the services of the character claimed by applicant can only be rendered in commerce if applicant has a department store in more than one state; and since applicant admittedly operates a department store which renders services under the mark in question in but a single state, namely, Texas, applicant's services are purely local in nature and the mark "SANGER HARRIS" is not used "in commerce."
 
 [1] There is nothing in the above cited language of the Statute which even remotely suggests that in order to obtain a registration for a service mark, one must have a business establishment in more than a single state. The Statute requires only that services identified by the mark sought to be registered be rendered in commerce which may lawfully be regulated by Congress; and it is not necessary for the purposes of registration, that where, as here, one's operation encompasses a multiplicity of services, that all services that may possibly be comprehended thereby be rendered "in commerce." It is sufficient under such circumstances that a party establish that he renders a service within this broad identification in commerce which may be lawfully regulated by Congress and that such service is identified by the mark sought to be registered.
 
There is no question but that applicant operates a retail department store in connection with which it uses the mark "SANGER HARRIS" in but one state.  The record contains, however, an affidavit from the Executive Vice-President for merchandising of the Sanger Harris department store to the effect that applicant maintains an average of 7,200 charge accounts with customers living in states other than Texas and in foreign countries; that at regular intervals each of these out-of-state accounts receives listings of catalogs, advertisements, and literature bearing the mark in question; that applicant receives and has received since July 1, 1961 approximately or in excess of 200,000 separate orders from out-of-state customers and made such sales by shipping or delivering the merchandise in wrappings or containers bearing  the "SANGER HARRIS" mark; and that this business has totaled approximately $ 2,000,000 within the past twelve months.  Is thus appears that applicant's mail order business comprises a substantial portion of its "retail department store services" and that this portion of its business has been and is actively rendered out-of-state and out-of-country under the mark in question.  Under such circumstances, it is concluded that the mark "SANGER HARRIS" is used "in commerce" within the meaning  of the Statute.
 
 Decision  The refusal of registration is reversed.


